Existing unsupervised domain adaptation methods aim to transfer knowledge from a label-rich source domain to an unlabeled target domain. However, obtaining labels for some source domains may be very expensive, making complete labeling as used in prior work impractical. In this work, we investigate a new domain adaptation scenario with sparsely labeled source data, where only a few examples in the source domain have been labeled, while the target domain is unlabeled. We show that when labeled source examples are limited, existing methods often fail to learn discriminative features applicable for both source and target domains. We propose a novel Cross-Domain Self-supervised (CDS) learning approach for domain adaptation, which learns features that are not only domain-invariant but also class-discriminative. Our self-supervised learning method captures apparent visual similarity with in-domain selfsupervision in a domain adaptive manner and performs cross-domain feature matching with across-domain self-supervision. In extensive experiments with three standard benchmark datasets, our method significantly boosts performance of target accuracy in the new target domain with few source labels and is even helpful on classical domain adaptation scenarios.
Introduction
Deep models often fail to generalize to new domains due to the domain gap between data distributions at training and testing phases. Recent unsupervised domain adaptation methods tackle this challenge by transferring knowledge from a label-rich source domain to an unlabeled new target domain (see Fig. 1-(a) ). However, in practice, completing largescale annotation in the source domain itself is often a challenging task in itself due to the high cost or difficulty of annotation, e.g., medical images should be annotated by domain experts [27] . Thus, in practical machine learning workflows, it is untenable to assume that fully annotated massive datasets are always readily available.
In this paper, we explore examples remain unlabeled, i.e., sparsely labeled source data. Figure 1 -(a) shows our proposed task, i.e., unsupervised domain adaptation with few source labels. Since we do not assume we have a fully annotated source domain dataset, our new task is more practical and challenging than the conventional unsupervised domain adaptation setup (e.g., [7, 18, 31, 44] ). State-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods (e.g., [7, 18, 31, 44] ) leverage a large amount of source supervision and knowledge obtained from large-scale datasets such as ImageNet [29] . They train the model on the source domain using full supervision, often starting from an ImageNet-pretrained initialization. Then, to learn a class-discriminative representation for the target domain, they transfer the knowledge of the source domain to the target domain by aligning features, typically by minimizing some form of distributional distance (e.g., [7, 18] ). However, in our problem setup, the ImageNet pre-trained model may not be able to learn discriminative features on the source domain due to the limited labels, and this can cause a failure in adaptation to the target domain. In this work, we propose a new self-supervised learning method that exploits unlabeled source and target data to solve the problem by learning not only discriminative but also domain-invariant features. This allows a model to transfer knowledge from the source domain to the target domain even with a few source labels.
Self-supervised learning has recently shown promising results for training deep networks on unlabeled data by defining auxiliary tasks (e.g., [8, 22, 39] ). However these approaches do not specifically consider the domain gap issue and cannot ensure domain-invariant features. We therefore propose a new Cross-Domain Self-supervised learning approach (CDS) that utilizes unlabeled data in both the source and target domains for adaptation. We devise two types of self-supervision to extract discriminative and domain-invariant features across both source and target domains: First, we propose in-domain self-supervision to learn apparent visual similarity in each domain. This is motivated by recent self-supervised learning [39] , but we apply it in a domain adaptive manner to learn discriminative features in each domain. Second, we propose across-domain self-supervision to perform cross-domain matching. This objective matches each sample to a neighbor in the other domain while forcing it to be far from unmatched samples. While in-domain self-supervision encourages a model to learn discriminative features by separating every instance within a domain, the acrossdomain self-supervision enables better knowledge transfer from the source domain to the target domain by performing instance-to-instance matching across domains. We hypothesize that such features are domain-invariant as well as discriminative, and thus helpful for domain adaptation where there are only a few source labels. Figure 1 -(c) shows that our self-supervised pre-trained model can capture visual similarity as well as semantic similarity across domains compared to an ImageNet pre-trained model ( Figure 1-(b) ).
In summary, our work has the following contributions:
1. We propose a new task, unsupervised domain adaptation with few source labels, which is a more practical and challenging task than the conventional unsupervised domain adaption, which assumes many annotated source data. 2. To address this challenge, we propose a novel Cross-Domain Self-supervised (CDS) method for domain adaptation, which learns discriminative and domaininvariant features without requiring any labels. 3. To our knowledge, this is the first method to provide better pre-trained networks against strong baselines including ImageNet pre-trained networks for domain adaptation. We show the effectiveness of our pre-trained networks through extensive experiments.
Related Work
Domain Adaptation. Traditionally, unsupervised domain adaptation addresses the problem of generalization to a new target domain (no labels) from a fullylabeled source domain. Prior domain adaptation methods first extract discriminative features on the source domain guided by source supervision. Then, they align the target features with the source features by: minimizing maximum mean discrepancy [19] , minimizing maximum discrepancy of domain distributions [33, 42] , feature-level or pixel-level adversarial domain classifier based learning [7, 14, 18, 36] , entropy optimization [32, 18, 31] , and finding matching pairs across domains based on optimal transport [1, 4, 34, 38] or nearest neighbors [24, 10] . Some semi-supervised learning techniques such as entropy minimization [9] , pseudo-labeling [16] , and Virtual Adversarial Training (VAT) [21] have been often used in domain adaptation (e.g., [17, 31, 44] ). The goal of these methods is to completely align feature distributions, such that target features move away from the class decision boundaries learned on the source domain using full supervision. In our problem setup with few source labels, full domain alignment is prone to under-matching due to poor class decision boundaries learned in the source domain. To alleviate the lack of supervision in the source domain, we propose two joint self-supervision losses which induce both domain-invariance and class-discriminative power using only unlabeled data.
In comparison to general semi-supervised learning (no target domain) and semi-supervised domain adaptation [31] (full source labels and sparse target labels), our setup (sparse source labels and no target label ) is far more challenging. Self-supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning [5, 8, 22, 39] introduces selfsupervisory signals for solving pretext tasks. These pretext tasks enable a model to learn generalizable and semantically meaningful features from data for later use in downstream tasks. Prior work proposes pretext tasks such as: solving a jigsaw puzzle [22] , predicting rotation [8] , and Instance Discrimination (ID) [15, 39] . Instance Discrimination [39] learns an embedding which maps visually similar images closer to each other and far from dissimilar images by classifying an image as its own unique class. Other methods propose to cluster local neighborhoods [3, 15, 32, 43] within the same domain.
The above methods can provide a pre-trained network for a downstream task, but still assume a large amount of labels in that task for fine-tuning. They also do not consider domain shift between the labeled data and future test data (e.g., Fig. 1-(b) ). We later show that a network pre-trained on an auxiliary large-scale dataset may not be enough to adapt to our downstream target task due to sparse source labels. On the other hand, our approach aims to learn representations that are generalizable as well as robust to data domain shift without requiring annotation.
Some domain adaptation methods [2, 6, 35, 40] directly add existing self-supervised learning objectives (e.g., [8, 22] ) to improve performance by jointly training with source labels. Saito et al. [32] propose to cluster target features by matching via entropy minimization of feature similarity distribution within the target domain with the help of source supervision. However these methods still rely on full source supervision and the self-supervised learning methods used in their work (e.g., [8, 22] ) do not promote domain-invariant features on their own (see Sec 4.3). In contrast, our method explicitly finds an instance-to-instance matching across domains for domain alignment without any source supervision.
Domain Adaptation with Cross-domain Self-supervised Learning (CDS)
We explore a new domain adaptation setting where the source domain contains both (sparsely) labeled data
. We are also provided with unlabeled target domain data
that has different data characteristics from the source domain. Our goal is to train a model using these three data sources, D s , D su , and D tu , for deploying to the target domain. This model consists of a CNN feature extractor F (·) followed by a L2 normalization layer [28, 31, 39] , which outputs a feature vector f ∈ R d , and a classifier C(·). Our domain adaptation framework consists of two stages: (1) Pre-training stage with our cross-domain self-supervised (CDS) learning (Sec. 3.1) and (2) Domain adaptation stage (Sec. 3.2). The goal of the first stage is to obtain the pre-trained weights that are robust to domain-shift and efficiently generalizable for later domain adaptation. Up to this step, no label is required; i.e., a purely self-supervised step. In the second stage, with our pretrained weight, we apply existing domain adaptation methods such as [7, 18, 31] with few source labels. We aim to learn class-discriminative and domain-invariant features in different domains with CDS. The previous self-supervised learning method [39] learns visual similarity where a model embeds visually similar-looking images nearby while being far away from dissimilar-looking images. However, in domain adaptation, the same class images may look very different due to domain gap, so that visual similarity learning alone does not ensure semantic similarity and domain-invariance between domains.
Our CDS consists of two objectives: (1) learning visual similarity with indomain supervision and (2) cross-domain matching with across-domain supervision. Figure 2 illustrates the differences between the existing and our method.
Pre-training with Cross-domain Self-supervision (CDS)
In-domain Self-supervision. The goal of this part is to learn a discriminative feature extractor which captures apparent visual similarity for two different domains with in-domain supervision. For a single domain-only, Instance Discrimination [39] (ID) is proposed to learn visual similarity by imposing a distinctive unique class to every image instance and by training a model such that the images are classified to its own instance identity by treating all the other images as negative pairs. By ID, they hypothesize that a model can discover the underlying class-to-class semantic similarity (i.e., class-discriminative) which are helpful for a recognition task as shown in [11, 39] . Fig. 3 . An overview of the pre-training stage with our cross-domain self-supervised learning, which extracts discriminative and domain-invariant features on the source and target domain. In the in-domain self-supervision, we measure the similarity of features in-domain, and then perform in-domain instance discrimination to learn visual similarity in each domain. In the across-domain self-supervision, we measure similarity between a feature and cross-domain features from the cross-domain memory bank and then minimize the entropy for cross-domain matching (best viewed in color).
A naive deployment of ID to the domain adaptation scenario, treating all the other samples as negatives against a given query sample without distinguishing domains, has several drawbacks. ID can encourage two images of the same class but in different domains to embed far from each other due to the different visual characteristics of their respective domains (see Sec. 4.3 for analysis). Analogously, ID can incorrectly embed images of different categories belonging to different domains nearby each other due to spuriously shared visual characteristics as in Fig. 1-(b) . Also, ID discards clustering effects by making every instance far away as shown in [15] , which does not learn features both class-discriminative and domain-invariant; thus, unfavorable for domain adaptation.
In order to alleviate these problems of ID for domain adaptation, we propose to use in-domain instance discrimination, where negative pairs are from in-domain samples in each domain-specific memory bank defined below. This aims to prevent learning wrong visual clues from the other domain (e.g., Fig. 1 -(a)) and discriminating two domain features, as illustrated in Fig. 2 
-(a).
We first initialize the source and target memory banks V s and V t with all the source and target features, respectively, from the feature extractor F (·),
where v i is the feature vector of the image x i , i.e., v s i = F (x s i ). After this initialization, the memory bank features will be updated with a momentum in every batch (described in later section).
Using the feature extractor F (·), we obtain feature vectors f s = F (x s i ) and f t = F (x t j ) from a source image x s i ∈ B s and a target image x t j ∈ B t in respective batches, B s ∪B t . To perform in-domain instance discrimination, we compute the similarity distributions P s i and P t j by measuring the pairwise similarities between features and the corresponding memory bank (the top row of Fig. 3) ,
where the temperature parameter τ determines the concentration level of the similarity distribution [13] . Finally, we perform the in-domain instance discrimination by minimizing the averaged cross entropy losses of each domain in a batch:
where i and j denote the unique index of the samples of x i and x j . Across-domain Self-supervision. To explicitly ensure domain aligned and discriminative features between the two different domains, we perform crossdomain feature matching. Prior work accomplished this by using an adversarial domain classifier [7] or Mean Maximum Discrepancy [19] to align two domain feature distributions. Optimal transport [38] is often used to find a matching pair of two distributions, but this scales poorly [4] and is limited to find a matching in a batch [1] , while we find a matching globally in all cross-domain samples by using "cached features" in the memory bank instaed of "live" features to compute the maching. In addition, these methods focus on minimizing the gap between distributions of two domains but do not consider class-class semantic similarity of the source and target domains and lose class-discriminative power. Instead, our method globally discovers negative matchings as well as a positive matching to ensure classdiscriminative features in different domains. This can be achieved by matching a sample in one domain with samples in another domain while enforcing the sample far from unmatched samples. To find a match, we minimize the entropy of the pairwise similarity distribution between a feature in one domain and features in the other domain memory bank.
Given the feature vectors (queries), f s =F (x s i ) and f t =F (x t j ), on the respective source and target images x s i ∈ B s and x t j ∈ B t in a batch (B s ∪ B t ), we first measure across-domain pairwise similarities between the feature and the across-domain memory bank features (the bottom row of Fig. 3) as
Then we minimize the averaged entropy of the similarity distributions in a batch, which clusters source and target features and encourages distribution alignment, as follows:
Since entropy minimization encourages a model to make a confident prediction, the model chooses a sample to match and enforces the query feature (i.e., f s i or f t i ) to be closer to the matched sample. At the same time, The model enforces the query feature to be far from all the other unmatched examples in another domain, which learns class-discriminative features across domains. The overall objective for CDS is to minimize:
After updating the model with the losses in Eqs. (3) and (5), we update the memory banks with the features in the batch with a momentum η following [39] :
Domain Adaptation
This stage transfers knowledge of the source domain to the unlabeled target domain with few source labels. After the pre-training stage (Sec. 3.1), we have a network pretrained with our cross-domain self-supervised learning. Then we apply learning objective functions of a domain adaptation method (L DA ) with labeled source and unlabeled target examples. For the unlabeled source domain, we apply a semi-supervised learning method (L su ) (e.g., entropy minimization [9] ). Finally, we optimize the loss function L:
where λ is the hyper-parameter that controls the importance of the semi-supervised learning loss. Later, we will show the effectiveness of our pre-trained network by exploring various types of domain adaptation methods and semi-supervised learning methods in our experiments.
Experiments
We evaluate our method (CDS) on our new domain adaptation setting with few source labels. We treat some portion of source data as labeled and others as unlabeled. We explain our evaluation setup in Sec 4.1, and our implementation details in Sec. 4.1. We report results on the new domain adaptation setting in Sec. 4.2. We analyze the impact of semi-supervised learning methods as well as the comparison with other self-supervised learning baselines in our domain adaptation setting in Sec. 4.2. We additionally assess the quality of our representation in several aspects in Sec. 4.3. In Sec. 4.4, we show that CDS is also effective on the traditional domain adaptation settings. Additional results can be found in the supplementary material. Table 2 . Target accuracy (%) on 1-shot and 3-shots per class on the Office dataset. Entropy minimization is applied to unlabeled source examples. The first column (Adapt) refers to the domain adaptation methods and the second column (Pretrain) refers to pre-training methods used in these experiments. IN denotes ImageNet-pretrained and CDS denotes our cross-domain self-supervised learning.
Experiment Setting
Dataset. Since we propose a new task, there is no benchmark that is specifically designed for our task. We utilize three standard domain adaptation benchmarks for evaluation in our task. Table 1 shows the overall statistics of the datasets and the number of labeled source examples used in our experiments. We holdout a majority of source labels during training to mimic the sparse source label regime in our proposed task. We ensure that each class has at least one labeled example. Since Office is a relatively easier dataset compared to Office-Home and VisDA, we experiment 1-shot and 3-shots source labels per class. Implementation Details. Our CDS is implemented in PyTorch [25] . We use a ResNet-50 [12] pre-trained on ImageNet followed by a randomly initialized linear layer and a L 2 normalization layer as an initial feature extractor for all experiments. In the pre-training stage with CDS, we use SGD with the moment parameter 0.9, a learning rate of 0.003, a batch size of 64, weight decay rate 5e −4 . As for the parameters τ and η, we set τ = 0.05 and η = 0.5.
Domain Adaptation with Few Source Labels
Setup. We compare our pre-trained weights (CDS) with an ImageNet pretrained weights in the proposed domain adaptation task. To show that CDS is widely applicable to domain adaptation methods, we consider the variety of seminal domain adaptation methods (i.e., L DA in Eq. (5)): SO (Source-only), DANN [7] , CDAN [18] , MME [31] . DANN and CDAN are based on a domain classifier and regarded as standard baselines. We also compare with other types of domain adaptation baselines, which are based on the maximum discrepancy based methods MCD [33] and MDD [42] for additional analysis. We use the original authors' codes [18, 31, 33, 42] . We follow the experiment setup suggested by Saito et al. [31] , where we use the same validation set (3-shots per class)
Adapt Pretrain
Office-Home: Target Acc. (%) Ar )Cl Ar )Pr Ar )Rw Cl )Ar Cl )Pr Cl )Rw Pr )Ar Pr )Cl Pr )Rw Rw )Ar Table 4 on VisDA, the performance gain tends to be larger with the weak domain adaptation methods. These results show that our self-supervised learning scheme is more effective than just naive adaptation of ImageNet pretrained weights, which is generally used in domain adaptation works. For the maximum classifier discrepancy based methods (MCD and MDD), we observe that these methods tend to have decreasing target accuracy and to collapse to random predictions when there are only few source labels (e.g., 3.2% Table 5 . Target and source accuracy (%) on unlabeled samples with a semi-supervised learning method. Different from the ImageNet pre-trained network, CDS provides domain-invariant features, so that additional semi-supervised learning objectives on the source domain can help to improve target accuracy.
Acc in 1-shot web-to-amazon setting). We postulate that the classifiers failed to learn sharp class decision boundaries due to the lack of labeled source examples, which seems insufficient to obtain generalizable inductive bias for maximum discrepancy classifiers. Detailed results can be found in the supplementary material.
Effects of Different Semi-supervised Learning Methods. In order to further analyze the effect of semi-supervised learning in our proposed task, we report comparisons with the following semi-supervised learning method: (1) Labeled source only, (2) Entropy Minimization + Virtual Adversarial Training (Ent+VAT) [21, 23, 41] . VAT first generates adversarial perturbations which change the output of the model significantly and train a model to be robust to the perturbations. These two methods are also widely used in the domain adaptation [18, 31, 17] . We choose the hyper-parameter λ ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3} for Ent and λ eps ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} for VAT on the dslr-to-amazon setting. More results can be found in supplementary. Table 8 shows the effect of the semi-supervised learning methods. We measure accuracy on the unlabeled target and unlabeled source domain. In comparison to traditional semi-supervised learning, (e.g., [21, 9] ), we use ImageNet pre-trained weights by following domain adaptation works and the number of labeled and unlabeled examples is very low (e.g., The number of data in the dslr domain is only 498). In Table 8 -(a), the semi-supervised learning does not help much on the source accuracy for Source-only (SO). This similar behavior is observed in [31] , entropy minimization can harm accuracy when there are only few labels. For MME, the semi-supervised learning shows significant improvements on the source accuracy under the various settings. However, it is interesting to see that the increased source accuracy harms the target accuracy on the A→D and A→W settings in Table 8 -(a), which suggesting that source accuracy is not necessarily consistent with target accuracy. In Table 8 -(b), CDS can improve the source and target accuracy at the same time on the A→D and A→W settings with domaininvariant features. Lastly, we observe that, with CDS, the performance gap of the Table 6 . Comparison with self-supervised learning baselines.
target accuracy between SO and MME is significantly and consistently smaller than that of ImageNet pre-trained network 14.2% → 4.3% in AVG). These results show that CDS can produce features favorable for domain adaptation.
Self-supervised Learning Method Comparison. For further analysis, we compare with other self-supervised learning baselines: Instance Discrimination (ID), RotNet [8] and Jigsaw Puzzle [22] . We integrate domain alignment with an adversarial domain classifier to build a fair yet commonly used baseline. Table 6 shows the comparison of ours with the commonly used self-supervised learning baselines. When applying self-supervised learning, we apply it to the union set of the source and target domain samples.
In the column of Domain Adaptation, we measure the target accuracy using CDAN and MME with different pre-training methods on the Office 1-shot setting and Office-Home 3% labels setting. CDS significantly outperforms these baselines by a large margin in all cases. These results show that CDS can learn discriminative and domain-invariant features on both domains. To see where this performance gain comes from, we conduct Feature Analysis in Table 6 . Following the standard protocol suggested by Wu et al. [39] , given the learned features (i.e., fixed features) from each method, we measure the target accuracy of a linear classifier trained on source features and source labels, and similarly, we measure the target accuracy using weighted k-nearest neighbors with source features and source labels. This directly assesses the quality of the learned representation. The results evidently show that the performance gain of the domain adaptation test mainly comes from the quality of the representation as shown by large performance margins in Feature Analysis.
Additional Analyses
Does our method really learn class-discriminative and domain invariant feature? Figure 4 shows t-SNE visualization [20] of features obtained from the ImageNet pre-training and ours on the Real-to-Clipart setting in Office-Home. Compared to the adversarial domain classifier (DC) for feature alignment [7] , it qualitatively shows that CDS clusters the same class examples in the feature space; thus, CDS favors more discriminative features. In the figure, the red-blue dot plots represent the source and target domain data formation, which clearly evidences CDS generates well-aligned and domain-invariant features while preserving the class-discriminative power. What aspect of the feature is enhanced by our method? Figure 1-(b,c) and Figure 5-(a,b) compare the retrieval results when using the network weights pretrained by ImageNet and ours on Office-Home. We observe that the weights pre-trained by ImageNet are sensitive to biased color and texture information, whereas our pretrained weights tend to capture better shape representation with a proper balance of color and texture information.
Assessment of Feature Quality according to Various Effects. We show the behavior according to the training epoch, the sample efficiency, and the domain gap on the feature space of our method. In Fig. 6-(a) , we measure the target accuracy using weighted k-nearest neighbors according to training epochs on the dslr-to-amazon setting on Office. The accuracy at epoch 0 reports the accuracy of ImageNet pre-trained weights. Note that Jigsaw and Rotation selfsupervised methods decrease in accuracy over training; i.e., overfitting to the the respective proxy tasks. CDS consistently improves the performance across every training epochs, while even ID+DC suffers from overfitting from an intermediate step. Also, Fig. 6-(b) shows the sample efficiency to learn effective feature. Our CDS consistently outperforms the competing baseline and stably improves the accuracy as the number of source labels is increased; Our CDS has a favorable sample efficiency. In Fig. 6-(c) , we show the target accuracy and confusion loss from the domain classifier used in the CDAN method according to training iterations. The confusion loss indicates how the source and target features are aligned with each other. CDS obtains a higher confusion loss than that of the ImageNet pre-trained weights, which is another evidence that shows our features are more domain-invariant.
Traditional Domain Adaptation with Full Source Labels
We also apply CDS to the traditional domain adaptation setting with full source labels. Table 7 shows the results on Office-Home and VisDA. CDS improves the performance of the state-of-the-art domain adaptation methods including MDD [42] . This could be due to the features that are more discriminative on the target domain and domain aligned by our pre-trained network; and thereby it allows a model to transfer knowledge more easily for domain adaptation.
Conclusions
Traditional domain adaptation assumes many and fully labeled source domain and only considers transfering knowledge. In this work, we investigate a new domain adaptation task which is more practical and challenging, where there are only few source labels available and many unlabeled source data. To leverage many unlabeled data and consider domain gap in different domains, we propose a novel Cross-Domain Self-supervised learning (CDS) which learns discriminative and domain-invariant features for domain adaptation. The pre-trained weights from CDS can be easily applied to boost performance of any domain adaptation method. We demonstrate that our method is also effective in the classical domain adaptation setting with the fully labeled source domain. To our knowledge, this work is the first to provide better pre-trained weights against ImageNet pretrained weights which has been generally used in domain adaptation.
Appendix. We provide additional and detailed experiments which we cannot include in the main paper due to the space limit. A Detailed Analysis on MCD [33] and MDD [42] with Few Source Labels From L446 to L449 of Sec 4.2 in the main paper, we also explore maximum classifier discrepancy based methods, MCD [33] and MDD [42] . These methods minimize discrepancy of the task-specific decision boundaries or features from adversarially learned classifiers. We observe that MCD and MDD tend to have decreasing target accuracy during training in Office 1-shot settings. Figures 7-(a,b) show the further analysis of these methods trained with few source labeled samples and unlabeled target samples. As shown in Fig. 7-(a,b) , we measure the target and source accuracy during training. For MDD, we observe that both source and target accuracy in Fig. 7 -(a) are decreasing quickly and collapse to random predictions. We found that the adversarial learning on the source domain decreases the source accuracy. For MCD, we observe that the target accuracy is decreasing more slowly than that of MDD, while maintaining the source accuracy as shown in Fig. 7-(b) . These results show that MCD and MDD need more labeled source examples to avoid collapsing to random predictions.
B Ablation Study on Each Component in CDS
In Fig. 8-(a) , we perform an additional ablation study on our cross-domain selfsupervised learning (CDS). We report comparisons with (1) Directly applying Instance Discrimination [39] (denoted by ID (Wu et al.), (2) In-domain ID (Sec 3.1) and (3) CDS (In-domain ID + cross-domain matching). We measure the target accuracy of a linear classifier trained on learned source features (i.e., fixed features) and source labels from each method. By comparing the orange line and the blue line in Fig. 8-(a) , we see the increase in accuracy by performing in-domain ID rather than directly applying ID [39] to a domain adaptation task. By comparing the green line (cross-domain matching) and the red line (CDS), it is important to combine both in-domain ID and cross-domain matching to increase accuracy.
C Importance of Discovering Cross-Domain Negative Matching Pairs
In this section we show the importance of cross-domain negative matching as well as positive matching to ensure discriminative features when performing crossdomain feature matching (see the subsection "Across-domain Self-supervision" in the main paper for details). In Fig. 8-(b) , we compare adaptation accuracy by varying the number of negative matching pairs in cross-domain matching. We measure the target accuracy of MME on the dslr-to-amazon 1-shot setting with few labeled source samples and unlabeled target samples. We consider top-K cross-domain nearest neighbors as negative matching. The x-axis represents the value of K and the y-axis represents the corresponding accuracy of MME. From Fig. 8-(b) , we see that increasing number of cross-domain negative matching increases adaptation accuracy.
D Additional Retrieval Results
We present additional retrieval results of the nearest cross-domain neighbors in Fig. 9 . We measure the pairwise cosine similarity between a query feature in the target domain and features in the source domain. The features from the ImageNet pre-trained model are biased to some wrong texture information and visual clues, so that it does not provide semantically similar features for the same class images in different domains. We see that our method extracts semantically more meaningful features and provides discriminative features across domains. We also show the hard cases where our method also fails in the bottom section contained by the red box.
E Additional Results with Semi-supervised Learning Methods
We provide the full results with the semi-supervised learning methods in addition to Table 5 in the main paper. Please check Sec 4.2 for discussion. Table 8 . Additional results with semi-supervised learning methods in supplements to Table 5 in the main paper. Target and source accuracy (%) on unlabeled samples with semi-supervised learning methods. Table 9 . Averaged accuracy and standard deviation of three runs on 1-shot and 3-shots for three multiple on the Office dataset.
F Adaptation Results with Multiple Runs
In order to show the stability of CDS, we perform multiple runs with three different random seeds. Table 9 reports the averaged accuracy and standard deviation of the three runs on the dslr-to-amazon 1-shot and 3-shots setting. The ImageNet pre-trained network obtains larger standard deviations on 1-shot compared to that of 3-shots.
G Additional Implementation Details
We provide additional implementation details. We set the dimensionality of the feature vector as 512 (i.e., f ∈ R 512 ). In the pre-training stage, we use all the samples in the source and target domain. Based on the validation set, we choose |B s | = |B t | = 32 for Office-Home and Office, and |B s | = 64, |B t | = 32 for VisDA. Table 10 . Detailed results on Table 7 in the main paper. We report target accuracy (%) on each setting in Office-Home with full source labels. IN denotes the ImageNet pre-trained weights and CDS denotes our cross-domain self-supervised learning.
H Detailed Results on Traditional Domain Adaptation with Full Source Labels
For DANN, we use the implementation of [18] and use their same validation set. Table 10 reports the accuracy on all settings on Office-Home. In DANN [7] and MME [31] , CDS outperforms all of the settings in Office-Home. In MMD [42] , our method tends to improve the accuracy more in the settings with a large domain gap (e.g., Ar)Cl) than a small domain gap (e.g., Ar)Pr). For the settings with relatively high accuracy (e.g., Ar)Pr and Ar)Rw), CDS obtains very similar accuracy as the ImageNet pre-trained weights.
